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TeV STRINGS ANDULTRAHIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS� ��José I. IllanaCentro Andaluz de Físia de las Partíulas Elementales (CAFPE)Departamento de Físia Teória y del Cosmos, Universidad de Granada18071 Granada, Spain(Reeived Otober 12, 2001)The origin and nature of ultrahigh-energy osmi ray events, above theGreisen�Zatsepin�Kuzmin (GZK) uto� energy, onstitute a long-standing,unsolved mystery. Neutrinos are proposed andidates but their standardinterations with matter are too weak. In the ontext of a TeV-sale stringtheory, motivated by possible extra spae dimensions, the neutrino�nuleonsattering is examined. Resonant string ontributions inrease substantiallythe standard model neutrino-nuleon ross setion. Although they seeminsu�ient to explain the trans-GZK osmi ray events, their e�ets mightbe deteted in next experiments.PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 11.10.Kk, 13.85.Tp1. The mystery of ultrahigh-energy osmi raysCosmi Rays (CRs) were disovered in balloon experiments by V. Hessin 1911. They have always been a fruitful partile physis laboratory:positrons, muons, pions and many other partiles were �rst observed there.CRs have a broad spetrum, ranging from 1 GeV to 1020 eV, inluding en-ergies far beyond the ones available at man-made aelerators. The �ux ofCRs dereases rapidly with the energy: e.g. 1 partile/m2/s at 1011 eV andonly 1 partile/km2/year at about 1018 eV.� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001.�� Work supported by MCYT, Junta de Andaluía and the European Union underontrats FPA2000-1558, FQM-101 and HPRN-CT-2000-00149, respetively.(3695)



3696 J.I. IllanaAt high energies, a CR may hit an atmospheri nuleon produing aasade of seondary partiles, Extensive Air Showers (EAS), that over atground an area with a diameter of tens of meters at 1014 eV to several kilo-meters at 1020 eV. Inidentally, it is easier to observe the EAS at groundlevel for energies where diret detetion of CRs at satellite or balloon ex-periments beomes impratial. The primary partile (mass and energy)an only be inferred from the parameters of the shower, suh as number ofeletrons, muons or hadrons, shapes of lateral distributions, et.We will fous on the part of the spetrum above the Greisen�Zatsepin�Kuzmin uto� energy [1℄ EGZK � 5�1019 eV (see below). Unexpetedly, overseventy trans-GZK ultrahigh-energy osmi ray events have been observedover the last forty years by �ve di�erent experiments [2℄. These events ex-hibit large-sale isotropy and small-sale anisotropy (a very unlikely pairingwithin the angular resolution ours: three doublets and one triplet!). Theyonstitute a puzzle in modern astrophysis. The main open questions are:� What is the primary partile?Protons with energies above the reation threshold EGZK lose part oftheir energy by sattering with Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB)photons: p+ 2:7K ! �+ ! p+ �0 (n+ �+) :Above a distane of DGZK � 50 Mp the energy of the proton getsbelow 1020 eV, regardless of its initial value, after a series of suh ol-lisions. This implies that the soure annot be too distant for trans-GZK events if they are originated by protons. Similar uto�s existat lower energies for other primaries: nulei undergo photodisintegra-tion in CMB and IR radiations; eletrons lose energy very rapidly viasynhrotron radiation; and photons have a relatively short absorptionlength.� What is the aeleration mehanism?The onventional (Fermi) mehanism is the stohasti shok-wave a-eleration in magnetized louds. Powerful enough aelerators [3℄are pulsars, AGN ores and jets or radio-loud quasars. Gamma raybursters may aelerate protons up to 1020 eV but they are too dis-tant objets [4℄. Alternatively, �top�down� senarios [5℄ have beenproposed, based on the deay or annihilation of super-heavy parti-les produed by topologial defets [6℄ or supermassive osmologialrelis [7℄. Another possibility is the assumption of exoti physial laws,suh as breakdowns of Lorentz invariane [8℄ or general relativity [9℄.



TeV Strings and Ultrahigh-Energy Cosmi Rays 3697� Where are the soures?Aording to the onventional aeleration mehanism there are veryfew soures at sight within the GZK distane, insu�ient to explainthe number of observed trans-GZK events. Diretional and temporaldeorrelation with the soure due to magneti �elds of the order of �Ghas been proposed as a possible explanation [10℄. Distant soures likeBL Laertae blazers, outside the GZK volume, have reeived attentionreently, sine they may emit very high energy photons asading intoseondary ones still above the GZK uto� while approahing us [11℄.To evade most of the problems above, neutrinos are good andidates:they are neutral (unbent by magneti �elds, allowing pairing), stable andable to propagate unimpeded to earth from very distant soures: even if theirross setion was of hadroni size, their mean free path would be of theorder of 100 Gp among galaxies and 1 Mp within a galaxy, so they anonly be stopped by the atmosphere. It is also suggestive that the �ux of os-mogeni neutrinos mathes well the �ux of observed trans-GZK CRs, sinethe energy-degrading protons photoprodue pions deaying into neutrinos.The main problem is that neutrino ross setions are smaller than those ofhadroni or eletromagneti interations by six orders of magnitude. Twopossible types of solutions have been proposed to the small ross setionproblem of neutrinos:� �Z-bursts� [12℄. Cosmogeni neutrinos are not the primaries but reso-nantly reate a loal �ux of nuleons and photons (within the GZK distane)with E >� EGZK via sattering with the osmi neutrino bakground. Theresonane is a Z boson. The neessary neutrino mass range �ts well with theone inferred from osillation experiments, but large neutrino �uxes are re-quired. Similarly, �gravi-bursts� [13℄ may proeed via resonant Kaluza�Kleinexitations of the graviton in theories with large ompat extra dimensionsor in loalized gravity models.� Enhane the neutrino ross setion at high energies. Neutrinos arehere the primary partiles reahing the atmosphere. This will be our ap-proah, in the ontext of a weakly-oupled string theory assuming extraspae dimensions at the TeV sale.2. The e�ets of extra dimensionsExtensions of the Standard Model (SM) with extra dimensions o�er newways to aommodate the hierarhies observed in partile physis [14℄. Avery attrative possibility would be to bring the sale of uni�ation withgravity fromMPlank�1019 GeV down to the eletroweak saleMEW�1TeV.This ould result if gravity propagates along a (4+n)-dimensional �at spaewith n ompat submillimeter dimensions (ADD model [15℄) or along a



3698 J.I. Illana(4+1)-dimensional slie of anti-deSitter spae with a warp fator in the met-ri (RS model [16℄). These higher dimensional �eld theories, however, mustbe onsidered e�etive low-energy limits only valid below the mass sale of amore fundamental theory. And nowadays, only string theory [17℄ provides aonsistent framework for the uni�ation of gravity with the standard model.In string theory the massless graviton omes as the zero mode of a losedstring, whereas the gauge bosons and matter �elds are the lightest modesof open strings. The string vibration modes, with squared masses M2 =nM2S (integer n > 1), are the so alled String Regge (SR) exitations. Thefundamental string sale is MS = �0�1=2 where �0 is the string tension.At energies where the e�ets of a higher dimensional graviton are un-suppressed one expets the presene of its SR exitations giving an e�et ofthe same size. This is neessary in order to avoid the pathologies of spin-2�eld theories, suh as the quantum �eld theory of gravity.Now, as emphasized in [18,19℄, the exhange amplitude of a losed stringhas an order g2 suppression versus the exhange of an open string, in stringperturbation theory. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. In onsequene, proessesthat reeive sizeable ontributions from SR and Kaluza�Klein exitationsof the graviton and also from SR exitations of the gauge bosons will bedominated by the seond ones, for s <�M2S=�1. That is, gravity is subleadingversus gauge interations and hene the reations are dominated at treelevel by open-string diagrams. This is a generi feature in models of higherdimensional gravity embedded in a weakly-oupled string theory.
(a) () (e)
(b) (d)Fig. 1. String graphs for (a) O(g) vertex of three open strings, (b) O(�) vertex oftwo open strings and one losed string, () O(g2) tree-level 2-body sattering ofopen strings (no gravity), (d) O(�2) tree-level 2-body sattering with only gravity,(e) O(g4) loop-level 2-body sattering of open strings, topologial equivalent to (d)and hene �2 = O(g4), meaning that (d) is g2 smaller than ().1 When the amplitude Agauge � �s=M2S <� Agrav � �2s2=M6S, namely for �s >� M2S,gravity dominates and non-perturbative e�ets beome important.



TeV Strings and Ultrahigh-Energy Cosmi Rays 36993. Phenomenology of TeV stringsCullen, Perelstein and Peskin introdued a TeV-sale string model forQED in [19℄. It ontains eletrons and photons at low energies and massiveSR exitations above the string sale. Their results have been generalized inorder to obtain string amplitudes for neutrino�quark elasti sattering [20℄,mediated in the SM by a Z boson in the t-hannel.The model results from a simple embedding of the SM interations intoType IIB string theory. It is assumed that the 10-d spae of the theory has 6dimensions ompati�ed on a torus with ommon periodiity 2�R, and thatN oinident D3-branes (4-dimensional hypersurfaes where open stringsmay end) are strethed out in the 4 extended dimensions. Suh on�gurationhas N = 4 supersymmetry and U(N) gauge symmetry. One assumes thatthe extra symmetry of the massless string modes an be eliminated by anappropriate orbifold projetion, resulting an aeptable model with (at least)the SM �elds. The parameters of this theory would be the string saleMS = �0�1=2 � 1 TeV and the dimensionless gauge oupling onstant g,uni�ed at MS . Proposals for splitting these ouplings an be found in [21℄.For more general D-brane models see [22℄ and referenes therein.A tree-level amplitude of open string states on a D-brane is given [19,23℄as a sum of ordered amplitudes multiplied by Chan�Paton traes. For theproesses under study we haveA(1; 2; 3; 4) = g2 S(s; t) F 1243(s; t; u) Tr[t1t2t4t3 + t3t4t2t1℄+g2 S(s; u) F 1234(s; u; t) Tr[t1t2t3t4 + t4t3t2t1℄+g2 S(t; u) F 1324(t; u; s) Tr[t1t3t2t4 + t4t2t3t1℄: (1)In this expression, S(s; t) = � (1� �0s)� (1� �0t)� (1� �0s� �0t) (2)is basially the Veneziano amplitude [24℄; (1,2,3,4) label the external par-tiles involved in the proess: (�inL ; uinL ; �outL ; uoutL ) for instane; the Chan�Paton fators ta are representation matries of U(N); and F abd(s; t; u) is afator depending on the vertex operators for the external states and theirordering. In our ase all the vertex operators orrespond to (massless) Weylspinors of heliity (direted inward) + or �, givingF�++�(s; t; u) = �4 ts ;F�+�+(s; t; u) = �4u2st = 4�us + ut � ;F��++(s; t; u) = �4st : (3)



3700 J.I. IllanaTherefore the amplitude for the proess �LuL ! �LuL readsA = �4g2 �st S(s; t) T1243 + su S(s; u) T1234 + s2tu S(t; u) T1324� ; (4)with Tabd the Chan�Paton traes. To understand the phenomenologialonsequenes of this amplitude let us start with the limit s; t ! 0. Sine� (1) = 1, we have all the Veneziano fators S(0; 0) = 1. The amplitudeexpresses then the exhange of massless vetor modes in the t- and the u-hannels. The former would orrespond to the Z gauge boson, whereas the�eld exhanged in the u-hannel is in the (3;1) and/or the (3;3) repre-sentations of SU(3)C � SU(2)L and has eletri harge Q = �2=3. We areinterested, however, in models that reprodue the SM result at low energies,with no massless leptoquarks. We obtain this limit if the Chan�Paton fatorsassigned to uL and �L are suh that T1243 � T1324 = � 110 and T1234 = T1324,where we have used sin2 �W = 3=8, implied by gauge-oupling uni�ation.In terms of T1234 � �a=10 the amplitude (4) beomesA = 25g2 hst [(1 + a)S(s; t)� aS(t; u)℄ + sua [S(s; u)� S(t; u)℄ i : (5)At low s this amplitude is A0 � (2=5)g2s=t and orresponds to the exhangeof a Z boson in the t-hannel. The Z is then a massless SR mode thataquires its mass MZ only through the Higgs mehanism. We shall negletthe orretions of order M2Z=M2S that may a�et the massive SR modes.As the energy inreases the Veneziano fator S(s; t) gives a series of poles(at 1 � �0s = 0;�1;�2; :::) and zeroes (at 1� �0s� �0t = 0;�1;�2; :::). Itan be expressed asS(s; t) = 1Xn=1 �0t+ �0s� 1�0t+ n� 1 Qn�1k=0 (�0t+ k)(�0s� n) (n� 1)! : (6)At s = nM2S the amplitude desribes the exhange of a olletion of reso-nanes with the same mass and di�erent spin (see below). Away from thepoles the interferene of resonanes at di�erent mass levels produes theusual soft (Regge) behavior of the string in the ultraviolet. Obviously, theseresonanes are not stable and at one loop will get an imaginary part intheir propagator. When the total width of a resonane (whih grows withits mass) is similar to the mass di�erene with the resonane in the nextlevel one annot see resonanes and interferene e�ets dominate also ats = nM2S .Let us �rst analyze the ase with a = 0 in Eq. (5). The amplitude is justA(�LuL ! �LuL) = (2=5)g2(s=t) � S(s; t). Near the pole at s = nM2S,An � 25g2 nM4St (t=M2S) (t=M2S + 1) � ::: � (t=M2S + n� 1)(n� 1)! (s� nM2S) : (7)



TeV Strings and Ultrahigh-Energy Cosmi Rays 3701This amplitude orresponds to the s-hannel exhange of massive lepto-quarks in the (3;3) representation of SU(3)C � SU(2)L with eletri hargeQ = 2=3. At eah pole we have ontributions of resonanes with a ommonmass pnMS but di�erent spin, going from zero to the order of the residuePn(t) = An � (s � nM2S). In this ase the maximum spin at the n level isJ = n�1. To separate these ontributions we �rst write the residue in termsof the sattering angle �, with t = �(nM2S=2)(1 � os �). Then we expressPn(�) as a linear ombination of the d-funtions (rotation matrix elements):Pn(�) = 25g2nM2S n�1XJ=0�Jn dJ0;0(�) : (8)The oe�ient �Jn gives the ontribution to our amplitude of a leptoquarkXJn of mass nM2S and spin J . For example, at the �rst SR level we �nd asalar resonane with �01 = 1, at s = 2M2S there is a single vetor resonanewith �12 = 1, whereas at s = 3M2S there are modes of spin J = 2 (�23 = 3=4)and J = 0 (�03 = 1=4).The general ase with a 6= 0 is ompletely analogous, with resonantontributions from the terms proportional to S(s; t) and S(s; u). Taking u =�(nM2S=2)(1+os �) and expressing again the residue in terms of d-funtionswe �nd the same type of resonanes but with di�erent �Jn oe�ients: �01 =1 + 2a, �12 = 1, �23 = 3(1 + 2a)=4 and �03 = 1(1 + 2a)=4.4. Appliation to the �-nuleon satteringFrom the resonant amplitude �LuL ! XJn ! �LuL we an now obtainthe partial width � Jn � � (XJn ! �LuL):� Jn = g240� pnMS j�Jnj2J + 1 : (9)Notie that for a given spin J , the variation with n of �Jn gives the runningof the oupling with the energy. We obtain numerially that the oupling ofheavier resonanes dereases like the power law �Jn � 1=n.The partial width � Jn an be used to obtain the ross setion �Jn(�LuL) ��(�LuL ! XJn ) in the Narrow-Width Approximation (NWA):�Jn(�LuL) = 4�2 � JnpnMS (2J + 1) Æ(s� nM2S) : (10)At eah mass level n there is a tower of resonanes of integer spin J from 0 ton� 1. We �nd a sum rule for the prodution rate �n(�LuL) �PJ �Jn(�LuL)



3702 J.I. Illanaof any of these resonanes:�n(�LuL) = 8>><>>: 25 �g24 (1 + 2a) Æ(s� nM2S) for n odd25 �g24 Æ(s� nM2S) for n even : (11)Eq. (11) is equivalent (for a = 0) to the prodution rate of a single resonaneof mass pnMS and oupling (2=5)g2 [25℄. This is a very interesting result:the oupling of heavier SR modes dereases quadratially with the energy,but the number of modes (and the highest spin) at eah mass level n growsalso quadratially making PJ �Jn a onstant independent of n.In the NWA �(�LuL) � Pn;J �(�LuL ! XJn ! anything) is then�(�LuL) =Pn �n(�LuL). In this limit the ross setion is proportional to aolletion of delta funtions and thus all interferene e�ets are ignored. Thisis a good approximation as far as the total width of a resonane is smallerthan the mass di�erene with the next resonane of same spin. Although theoupling (and any partial width) dereases with the mass, the total widthof heavier resonanes grows due to the larger number of deay modes thatare kinematially allowed. We estimate that ontributions to �(�LuL) frommodes beyond n(g2=4�) � 1 are a ontinuum. In this regime any ross se-tion goes to zero exponentially at �xed angle (s large, t=s �xed) and like apower law at small angles (s large, t �xed) [17℄. We neglet these ontribu-tions. We keep only resonant ontributions from levels n < nut = 50. Ourresult depends very mildly on the atual value of nut.To evaluate the total �N ross setion one also needs the elasti am-plitudes �LdL, �LuR, �LdR and �LqL(R). A(�LdL ! �LdL) takes the sameform as the amplitude in Eq. (5) with the hanges (2=5; a) ! (�3=5; a0).The massive resonanes exhanged in the s-hannel are now an admixtureof an SU(2)L singlet and a triplet. The singlet ontribution is required inn-even levels, otherwise an SU(2)L gauge transformation would relate theparameters �Jn obtained here with the ones dedued from Eq. (5). In n-odd mass levels gauge invariane ould be obtained with no singlets fora0 = �(2 + a)=3. The ross setion �n(�LdL) an be read from Eq. (11) justby hanging (2=5; a) ! (3=5; a0).The alulation of amplitudes and ross setions for �L (�)qR are ompletelyanalogous. We obtain�n(�LuR) = 8<: 25 �g22 b Æ(s� nM2S) for n odd0 for n even: (12)



TeV Strings and Ultrahigh-Energy Cosmi Rays 3703The ross setions �n(�LdR), �n(�LuR) and �n(�LdR) oinide with theexpression in Eq. (12) with the hanges (2=5; b) ! (1=5; b0), (2=5; b) !(2=5; a) and (2=5; b) ! (3=5; a0), respetively. For the left-handed anti-quarks, �n(�LuL) and �n(�LdL) an be read from Eq. (11) by hanging(2=5; a) ! (2=5; b) and (2=5; a) ! (1=5; b0), respetively.Now the total neutrino-nuleon ross setion due to the exhange of SRexitations an be very easily evaluated. In terms of parton distributionfuntions q(x;Q) (q = qL;R; qL;R) in a nuleon (N � (n + p)=2) and thefration of longitudinal momentum x, it is�(�LN) = nutXn=1Xq ~�n(�Lq)nM2S x q(x;Q); (13)where x = nM2S=s, s = 2MNE� , Q2 = nM2S and ~�n(�Lq) is the fatormultiplying the delta funtion in the ross setion �n(�Lq).In Fig. 2 we plot the neutrino-nuleon ross setion at energies from102 to 1013 GeV for MS = 0:5; 2 TeV. We have used the CTEQ5 partondistributions in the DIS sheme [26℄ extended to x < 10�5 with the methodsin [27℄. We show the SM ross setion and the string orretions for a =a0 = b = b0 equal 0 and 5 (notie that in the �rst ase there are no s-hannelresonanes mediating the �LqR amplitude). The modes beyond nut = 50are not inluded, sine there we expet that the narrow width approximationis poor.
MS = 2:0 TeVMS = 0:5 TeVSM
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10�2910�3010�3110�3210�3310�3410�3510�3610�37Fig. 2. Neutrino�nuleon ross setion versus the inident neutrino energy E� . TheSM ontribution (solid) inludes neutral and harged urrent interations. The SRontribution is for MS = 0:5 TeV (dashes) and MS = 2 TeV (dots) for the ases(i) a = a0 = b = b0 = 0 and (ii) a = a0 = b = b0 = 5.



3704 J.I. IllanaAs a �nal omment, let us remark that the SM neutrino�nuleon intera-tion probes values of x muh below the urrent HERA DIS data (xHERAmin �10�4) for ultrahigh-energy neutrinos,hxi � 1�SM G2FM2W16� MWps � 10� E�GeV��0:8 � 10�8 for E� = 1011 GeV:This is not the ase for the proess mediated by SR resonanes, where theprobed values of x are abovexmin � 0:5� 106 �MSTeV�2� E�GeV��1 � 0:5 � 10�5 for E� = 1011 GeV;taking MS = 1 TeV. 5. ConlusionsCosmi rays hit the nuleons in the atmosphere with energies of up to1011 GeV. If the string sale is in the TeV range, these osmi rays have theenergy required to explore the fundamental theory and its interations. Inpartiular, ultrahigh-energy neutrinos are interesting sine they an travellong distanes without losing a signi�ant fration of energy and are notde�eted by magneti �elds. In addition, the SM interations of a neutrinoare muh weaker than those of a quark or a harged lepton, whih makeseasier to see deviations due to new physis.With this motivation we have analyzed the string �N ross setion atenergies muh larger than the fundamental sale MS � 1 TeV. In a weakly-oupled string theory the proess is given at tree level by open-string graphs,whereas gravity e�ets appear as a one-loop orretion2. We have �xed thearbitrary parameters of the model imposing phenomenologial onstraints,namely, the massless SR modes must aount for the standard model par-tiles. Four Chan�Paton traes remain as free parameters. The massiveSR modes inlude leptoquarks that resonantly mediate the proess in thes-hannel for energies above the string sale. The presene of massive lep-toquarks is not a peuliarity of our toy model but a generi feature of anystring model, and has to do with (s; t) and/or (t; u) duality of the open-stringamplitudes (see e.g. Eq. (4)).A very simple sum rule for the prodution rate of all the s-hannel lep-toquarks, with di�erent spins in the same mass level n, makes possible thealulation of the total �N ross setion in the narrow-width approximation.The e�et of these leptoquarks is not just a orretion of order M2Z=M2S to2 Gravity e�ets in the ontext of weak-sale string theories at high energies have beenonsidered in the Regge piture by [28℄.
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